



What is ARTSY? 

ARTSY (www.artsy.net) is the second largest art platform in the world, after Sotheby's and before 
Christie's. With over 1 million verified buyers, ARTSY offers a unique opportunity to showcase 
your artwork to the public and potential buyers. Only galleries are allowed to publish artworks on 
ARTSY. With ARTBOX.PROJECTS you now have the possibility to present your artwork through 
our gallery on ARTSY! 

What does a presentation on ARTSY look like? 
 
Here you can see an example of an artist presentation on ARTSY: 

https://www.artsy.net/artist/noah-deledda


Wichtige Daten: 

• Anmeldeschluss: 15 Juli 2020 

ARTSY 
KEY FACTS

https://www.artsy.net/artist/noah-deledda


How can I show my artwork on ARTSY via ARTBOX.PROJECTS? 

If you register for the ARTBOX.PROJECT Zurich 2.0, you have the possibility to select "Show 
artwork on ARTSY" as an additional service in the registration form. This additional service costs 
CHF 200. If you choose this additional service, all artworks you register for ARTBOX.PROJECT 
Zurich 2.0 will be shown on ARTSY (www.artsy.net) for one year. It does not matter how many 
artworks you register, the price CHF 200.00 will always remain the same. If you want to register 
more than one artwork and fill in more forms, you do not have to pay the CHF 200.00 again, these 
artworks will also be shown on ARTSY. Please do NOT select "Show artwork on ARTSY" again 
in the other forms!

IMPORTANT: 

• Only the artworks you register for ARTBOX.PROJECT Zurich 2.0 will be shown on ARTSY. It is 
not possible to add or exchange images after the project registration deadline! 

• The service for ARTSY is only valid for one art project at a time. 

How long will my artwork be shown on ARTSY? 

Your artwork will be shown on ARTSY for one year. If an artwork is sold on ARTSY during this 
time, 100% of the sales price goes to you. We do not take commission on artwork sold through 
ARTSY. If you sell an artwork, you can decide whether we should set the artwork to "not for sale" 
or remove it from the site - but the artwork cannot be exchanged.


